
African ‘peace parks’:
the new colonialism
by Roger Moore

The International Union for the Conservation of Nature
(IUCN), otherwise known as the World Conservation Union,
held a conference in September in South Africa on “peace
parks”—animal and nature reserves that are eventually sup-
posed to become transfrontier border zones, outside the con-
trol of sovereign nations. At a time when U.S. Ambassador
to the United Nations Bill Richardson has been stymied in
forcing the investigation of the massacres of Hutu refugees in
Congo-Zaire, a speaker at the conference obscenely com-
plained that the media had focussed too much on the Rwandan
refugees in Zaire, and had hardly taken note of the “massive World Bank President James Wolfensohn has joined with the
destruction” of forests, gorillas, elephants, and rare plants in International Union for the Conservation of Nature to spark

conflict in South Africa over scarce resources, especially water.the tri-border area of Uganda, Rwanda, Congo-Zaire, through
which the refugees had been driven.

The IUCN wants to create a cross-border park in this area,
known as the Virunda volcanic region. Dr. David McDowell, recruits, the Native Forest Guards. Under the pretext of anti-

poaching operations, most sub-Saharan game preserves inthe director-general of the Swiss-based IUCN, told the peace
parks conference, paraphrased by the Sept. 22 Cape Times, Africa are currently militarized, to one degree or another.

With such heavily protected reserves declared by the World“Population pressures will exacerbate environmental scarcity
and the area of high quality agricultural land and forests will Bank to be the basis for Africa’s alleged economic renais-

sance, one merely needs to put this trend in context of the rawdecline, as will plant, animal, and marine species. . . . Height-
ened conflict will arise, at least in part as the consequence of materials looting operations of the mining cartels, already

protected by largely British-run commercial mercenarythe resource scarcities.” Cribbed from Parson Malthus per-
haps? National boundaries split ecosystems down the middle, armies, and the horror for Africans, who are to be squeezed

into a “zone of conflict” between the heavily guarded, cash-and therefore, the creation of cross-border peace parks “could
reduce stress along historically tense borders by giving gov- rich “zones of stability” around the mining and eco-tourism

areas, becomes evident.ernments an agenda for mutual action on issues of common
concern.” In reality, such parks are used for guerrilla warfare
and “Third Force” operations designed to halt economic de- World Bank joins the fray

With perfect timing, the World Bank and IUCN appointedvelopment and eliminate any opposition to reimposition of
colonial policies. Elephants, gorillas, and high-brow eco- South African Water Affairs and Forestry Minister Kader

Asmal to a World Commission on Dams. Eco-Guru Mauricecolonialists, sometimes known as Prima Bwanas, are to get a
secure ringside seat, watching Africans kill Africans over Strong, an adviser to World Bank President James Wolfen-

sohn, stated, “It would clearly be counterproductive to under-scarce resources.
The peace parks are modeled on the Crown Lands, For- take large dam projects in which environmental and social

costs exceed long-term benefits.” Asmal was quoted in theests, and Native Reserves of the British Empire. During the
heyday of Queen Victoria at the end of the 19th century, South African press stating, “We must liberate ourselves from

the belief that we can only provide water by building newAfricans, known as “natives” in the Empire’s lexicon, were
herded like cattle into reserves so that Crown Forests, for dams, and learn to live within our means.” This overturning

of the previous apartheid regime’s model tradition of damexample, in South Africa’s Zululand, could be declared off-
limits and protected by imperial authorities with native armed building, water capture, and irrigation infrastructure, means
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